Saturday May 9th 2009

Mabel Katz - ‘The Easiest Way’
An inspiring session
for inner peace, awareness, confidence and love for you and your company.
Discover How To Obtain Purpose & Clarity That Will Help You Succeed in Business
‘Last year I met Mabel Katz and I was fortunate enough to have a good long conversation
with her on behalf of a business magazine, focused on the new world. In a short period of
time she managed to touch me deeply. A few simple insights and techniques can resolve so
much hidden heart ache. I was amazed and most of all happy! I am most honored that she
will be my guest while she is visiting the Netherlands and that she wants to do this
workshop with us. It is a special opportunity for a unique learning curve.’
After you´ve discovered what your dreams are, you often face many obstacles that can keep
you from the actual realization of them. Mabel Katz gives you personal insight and she also
identifies your bottlenecks and offers you a wonderful technique to solve them. She works
closely together with Hawaiian Dr. Ihaleakalá Hew Len, and the teachings and tools of
Ho’oponopono. Ho’oponopono stands for a process of self-identity through repentance,
forgiveness and transmutation that ends suffering.
When you let go, you give permission so the memories of suffering can be erased, so now
you have an empty space (void) that can now be filled with Inspiration, right ideas, right
solutions, right answers come , so that whatever is right and perfect for you just comes
effortlessly.
At the end of this day you will feel at peace and have a greater sense of clarity and self
awareness. As you discover the tools to live at your Zero Frequency, you will experience a
joy for life and inner strength that supports you in taking action towards your plans and
goals for living the life your deserve.
Register today for this inspiring training, for enterprising people in a world that is changing
rapidly.
SELF IDENTITY AND BUSINESS SUCCESS
Discover how to obtain purpose and clarity, that will help you succeed in business.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delete negative influences that have an impact on your plans, goals, decisions and
results.
Learn how to take yourself to a ‘zero state’. Only than ideal results will occur.
Let go of thoughts starting with "I know," and let intuition and inspiration move you.
Be open and flexible, in order to receive ideal solutions through inspiration.
Have peace of mind at all times, regardless of the events around you. This will
enable you to see clearly in any situation.
Resolve issues and dilemmas by focusing only on yourself.
Mentally re-tune yourself to release "sour notes" that make life stressful.

‘Life is an inside job’
Set yourself free and learn how to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be more effective and productive
Resolve problems in an easy way
Take a 100% responsibility for solving problems
Create perfect and proper business relationships
Let go of expectations and be surprised by ideal outcomes
Use the power of your mind to achieve clarity and purpose
Discover who you really are, your inherent talents and your purpose in life

Ho'oponopono is the delete key on the keyboard of our minds. We can use it to delete those
programs stored in our computer bank (subconscious) that appear on the monitor of our
minds, as people, problems or situations.
Reclaim Yourself
HO'OPONOPONO = BUSINESS SUCCESS

We hope you can join us!
Location

: Conference room of Hotel Droste’s in Tubbergen
(www.drostes.nl)
Program
: 08.00 am
for those who feel like it; a refreshing morning walk with
Mabel and Ellen.
09.00 am
Reception with coffee and tea.
09.15 am
Introduction ‘The Easiest Way’.
12.30 pm
Lunch and an opportunity to take a breath of fresh air.
13.30 pm
Self Identity & Business Success.
16.00 pm
A relaxing end of the workshop.
17.30 pm
Dinner available at reasonable rates.
Participation : tickets € 125,- each, excl. VAT. This includes an extensive lunch.
Maximum participation: 20 people.
Meeting
: send an email to info@llnz.nl with your (companies) name and the amount of
people for subscription. The tickets and a route description will be sent to you
on booking.
This program is in easy listening and speaking English. Starters can follow this very good.

Mabel Katz
Mabel is an internationally acclaimed speaker, seminar
leader, TV show host, author and consultant. She
applies her knowledge, insights, experience and skills
to assisting businesses and individuals in becoming
more productive, effective and prosperous. For her
outstanding work she has gained local and national
honours and recognition. Mabel Katz specializes in
corporate training, keynote speeches, inspirational
seminars and Self-identity through Ho'oponopono
Presentations.
www.mabelkatz.com
Suggestion: also take a look at the Photo album or take time
for a webinar!

Meaning in Business
‘The economic commotion makes us aware of alternative paths. We
want to go back to the basics, where it is safe and familiar. But we also
need to go forward. For which we need our heart and our skills. We
are heading towards a more holistic way of living and business. Here
the power of your company is not only determined by your own
radiance, but also by that of your associates.
Personal development attributes to business success. We have an
immense knowledge of matter. But the basic knowledge in our heart
has often become hidden by life itself in this capitalist society. When
we let the heart speak again, we will shine from inside. That brings a
smile on the faces of you, your associates and your customers.
This innovative way of enterprising and exchanging thoughts
demands a conversation with your inner self. Which truth does our
own heart speak? What does our intuition say? This passion forms the
basis for a new way of living and working. And it is simple to recover
it again. You are already very close.’
Ho’oponopono.
Smile and Enjoy,
Mabel Katz & Ellen te Brake

